The main goal of this paper is to show that the above results do not generalize to holomorphic embeddings of C. Another goal is an interpolation theorem (Proposition 2 below).
Proposition 1. Let n>l.
There exists a proper holomorphic embedding H: C-~C n such that for no automorphism ~ of C ~, (~oH)(C)=C x {0} cC n.
Notice however that it has been proved in [4, (4.1) ] that for every R>0 and s>0 there exists ~b, an automorphism of C ~, such that I(r162 for every E C, Ir R. So, compact subsets of the complex line H(C) can be "approximately straightened".
The above proposition has been known for some time, for n>3. In [4, (7.8) ] this is pointed out as being (non stated but) clear in [10] . For n=2, we keep the same approach as in [10] . But we can now take advantage of the ground breaking work by Anders@n and Lempert [2] , as further developed in [4] . The case n>2 is treated in [10] (where in addition it is shown that, for n>2, the preimages of the points (~j can be arbitrarily prescribed), so the result is new only for n=2. We wish to point out that the technique in the proof of Proposition 2, without any substantial modification, allows one to embed C k into C n, so that the image of C k contains an arbitrary given discrete sequence, if 1 < k <n. In [9] , such sequences are called "non tame". The existence of non tame sequences is not immediate. Indeed, any sequence is the union of two tame sequences. An interesting, more detailed, study of non tame sequences is to be found in [6] . All that is left is therefore to prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2
As already said, our work depends on an extension of the work of Andershn Lempert, as given in [4] . Also, our proof is inspired from [5] . From [4] , we shall need only the following: Remark. If K is convex, the lemma is very simple to prove with really elementary tools. Without any intent to look for more generality we now simply state the following. implies that H((t)=al, for any I.
Finally we have to explain the choice of e j, so as to make sure that H is an embedding 9 Let R>0, and let G be any holomorphic embedding of C (or of the disk {I(I<R}) into C n, and 0<r<R. Then, there exists 7>0 (depending on G, r and R) such that if G' is any holomorphic map from the disk {1(I <R} into C ~ satisfying IG-G'I ~, on this disk, then the restriction of G' to the smaller disk {1~1 <r} is an embedding 9 In the (j-l) st step of the construction, the radius Oj-1 and the map Hi-1 have been chosen 9 In the jth step the radius Oj will be chosen first, as will be explained below 9 We then apply the above to G=Hj-1, R=~j, r=Qi_l, to get ~=~i If for every jEN, +~ 9 ~z=i ez ~?i, then the limit map H will be an embedding 9 Indeed, the restriction of H to any disk {1~1< 0i-1} will be an embedding, since the inequality I H-H i_ 11 <-~i will hold on the disk {1(] < 0i }. A possible choice of e i is therefore: e i =2 -i minl<y (1, ~?l) .
Here is a way to find Qj, Q and construct Hi:
We already have Hi_l(~)=al for /e{1,... ,j-l}. If aj=Hj_l(~) for some (cC, we just take ~j =~, Hi=Hi_l and 0i large enough so that (ii) and (iv) hold 9
Otherwise (the general case), we choose Qi >-~Y-1 + 1 so large that I Hi_ 1 (~)1> l ayl for every CEC, I(l>0i. Let F be defined by: F = {z e C~: Izl < lay]-l/2}UHj-l{l~l <_ Qj}.
The polynomial hull of F does not contain aj since aj~Hj_I(C), and according to Lemma 2. Take ~j so that Hj_I(~j) does not belong to this hull (it is enough to take I~jl large enough). By Lemma 1 we can find r an automorphism of C n, fixing c~1 ,... ,aj-1, as close as we wish to the identity on F and such that r
In particular we take r close enough to the identity on F so that the image of the ball {IzI<Iajl-1} contains the ball {Iz[_<Iajl-1}. So if I~lkt)j then IHj_l(~)l>]ajl, hence I~j(H/_I(4))I>IcuI-1. We set Hj=r oHj_l. Properties (i)-(iv) are immediate to check.
This ends the proof. We just add the following remark with respect to the proof of Lemma 2. One has Hj =r ..... r176
and H0(~)=(~, 0). So if Zk denotes the k th coordinate function in C n, the functions Zkor -1 ..... r for kE{2,... , n}, have precisely Hj (C) as their common zero set.
